VERA STRUBI JOINS MEMSCAP BOARD OF DIRECTOR
The Group welcomes a new independent board member replacing Seventure
Grenoble, France and Durham, North Carolina, April 3, 2007– MEMSCAP (Euronext: MEMS), the
leading provider of innovative solutions based on MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) technology,
today announces Mrs Valérie Gombart, board member permanent representative of Seventure leaves the
board and Mrs Vera Strübi, independent board member is appointed concomitantly.
Historical investor and board member since MEMSCAP beginnings, Mrs Gombart, permanent
representative of Seventure, former Spef Venture, leaves the board for reasons linked to investment funds
normal practices, and with the full assent of the other board members. In the many years while she held a
board member position, Mrs Gombart has been part of the Group evolution, bringing a faithful and
pertinent support throughout the many phases of its history, leading today to a Group with healthy
financials and business and a strong growth.
The position being vacant, the Board of directors has appointed Mrs Vera Strübi, independent board
member. With a carrier in the cosmetics industry, including at Groupe Y.S.L Parfums, Monteil France and
Montana Parfums International, Vera Strübi has had a major impact on the perfume history with the
creation of the now mythical ‘Angel’, realised while she was CEO of Thierry Mugler Parfums, a position
she held until end 2006. Vera will bring to MEMSCAP and more specifically its subsidiary IntuiSkin, her
cosmetics expertise and her industrial experience in the creation and commercialisation of innovating
products, as well as her know-how in the field of large consumer business strategy.
About MEMSCAP
MEMSCAP is the leading provider of innovative micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)-based solutions.
MEMSCAP standard and custom products and solutions include components, component designs (IP),
manufacturing and related services. MEMSCAP customers include Fortune 500 businesses, major research
institutes and universities. The company's shares are traded on the Eurolist of Euronext Paris S.A (ISIN:
FR0010298620-MEMS), where MEMSCAP belongs to the Next Economy segment. More information on the
company's products and services can be obtained at www.memscap.com.
About IntuiSkin
IntuiSkin is a fully owned subsidiary of the MEMSCAP Group. It is the provider of innovative Skin dedicated
systems, products and services for a wide variety of applications and fields. Leveraging on the Group expertise,
experience, vast patent portfolio, and years of research dedicated by its teams, as well as on the validation of
itsProducts by the Scientific and cosmetic most renowned names, it has developed and created a unique technology
that puts Science at the service of your Skin. IntuiSkin provides each skin with tomorrow’s products, in order to
cater for its specific needs. For more information, http://www.memscap.com, section IntuiSkin.
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